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 As stated in the title, I'm using REBAR 3.4.5 and I'm trying to get Refinery to work. I've followed the information in the repo and as well as the official instructions on the REBAR page. I have a few questions about it: Since the plugin is dependent on REBAR being installed, it seems to me that it's not possible to go from 0 to final result in one update (The REBAR update will change files and my
plugin will be updated accordingly). Shouldn't the plugin be installed in another way? When installing the plugin in REBAR, the activation only creates two directories, plugin and settings. Why are they missing in the repo package? The installation package of the plugin from the REBAR site doesn't include any files from the repository. They are all in the plugin directory. Shouldn't the version from

the repo include the three directories and the plugin.opts file (in case of an initial installation)? Thanks for your help. A: You should install ref with: $ cargo install ref-0.0.0 --bin That will install ref and the other dependencies in your project, then you can activate your plugin with: $ cargo install --release This should take care of the issues you've described. The way to install plugins in the repo is
outlined on the README.md. The present invention relates to an image forming apparatus such as a copying apparatus and a printer, and more particularly, to a technology for improving a recovery process when the apparatus is suspended due to a power failure or the like, which occurs when the apparatus is left in a stand-by state. Conventionally, when a user turns off an image forming apparatus

(i.e., a copying apparatus or a printer) to leave it in a stand-by state, processing for recovery from an abnormal state, such as a paper jam, a paper shortage, a toner shortage, a toner overflow, and a paper jam, is executed. Such processing for recovery from an abnormal state includes paper-rewinding processing and toner-rewinding processing. For example, Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No.
2005-123496 has been proposed. In the Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 2005-123496 82157476af
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